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9. A Sabbath for All Creation —
Leviticus 25:1-13, NRSV 

Jubilee: the ultimate trust 

I cannot find any examples of this practice in any historical books. These instructions are 
specific. God keeps God’s promises. We are always under God’s care. Do you remember 
after the Israelites were freed from Pharaoh how the people received manna from heaven? 
Each family was to gather what was needed for one day. No more, no less.  

We do not trust God. God presents a practice that promotes trust. Sure, we could rest on our 
seventh day. Most people don’t. Yet never have I seen allowing one year for the land to heal. 
Maybe in pieces, but never as a whole. So to have the fiftieth year be the resetting of all 
commerce back to its original standing is something we have made impossible. Of all the 
directions given in the Bible to which we hold others to account, why is this one so 
overlooked? 

We deceive ourselves. We try to show faithfulness in our walk with God, yet this celebration 
of Jubilee has never been seen.  

Ø Why do we only want to do the simple things?
Ø Why don’t I trust God with the hard stuff too?
Ø Where is your faith?
Ø Where is your trust?

—Greg Battle, battlegregory1@gmail.com 

Seventh-year fallow: small steps, profound protection 
For more than 70 years, agricultural technicians and rabbinical inspectors have been helping 
Israeli farmers honor the seventh-year fallowing practice of shmita. Some farmers prune 
early or plant in containers, not touching the soil to be in compliance.1 Visionary young 
Jewish farmers in the US want to reintroduce this observation. A 2014 manifesto called for 
intellectual, emotional, creative, and spiritual engagement with Hebrew Bible texts relating to 
shmita.2  

Sustainable farming pioneers Sharon and Dick Thompson of Boone, Iowa, applied Christian 
stewardship in their farm research. They designed a seven-year rotation of cereal and grain 
crops. Their beef cattle grazed a nonfarmed, seventh-year grass-legume cover crop. Dick 
championed a “‘giving principle’ in which we should be ready to give to the land rather than 
take from the land.”3

An urban Mennonite pastor wrote last year that Yahweh’s sabbath law “serves to protect 
servants and slaves, women and the vulnerable, the earth and the animals from exploitation 
and abuse. The Hebrew people were traumatized people, wounded and hurting from their 
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generations of exploitation, oppression and enslavement. And this commandment is a 
corrective to any future possible exploitation and abuse.”4 
Sabbath as fallow thrusts us into new ways of thinking. 
 
—Greg Bowman, GMBowman33@gmail.com 
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Resources for this session 
 
Darcy Larum, “What Is Fallow Ground: Are There Any Benefits of Fallowing Soil?” 
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/garden-how-to/soil-fertilizers/what-is-fallow-
ground.htm 
 
Salt & Light Videos are great for leader preparation or introducing each weekly session. 
Lana Miller is the presenter for unit 2. The videos are now closed captioned, free, and 
available on MennoMedia’s YouTube channel.  
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